PUBLIC DESIGN CONTEST – ARCHAEOLOGICAL COMPLEX FOR THE ROMAN VILLA OF RABAÇAL

Contracting Authority
Municipal Council of Penela

Object
Archaeological remains of the Roman Villa of Rabaçal in Penela

Programme Aims
The present procedure has as its object the selection of three (3) Design Works, with the aim of promoting the reflection and debate about the preservation and protection conditions of the archaeological remains of the Roman Villa of Rabaçal in Penela, taking into consideration a broad intervention that will provide access to visitors, the creation of a museum, the creation of spaces for educational services, among others, so that it is possible to find solutions that effectively contribute to the mature and secure development of a preliminary program for a second procedure aiming at the acquisition of project design services for the “Protection of the Archaeological Site, Museum and Accesses of the Roman Villa of Rabaçal”.

Competitors
They can present design work, whilst competitors, Architects or legal entities of architecture, qualified to the profession in the country where they are registered. For this purpose, each competitor must form a multidisciplinary project team coordinated by the architect, author of the original project.

Jury for the procedure
Effective Members:
> Mário Duarte, Art Historian (Responsible of the Cultural Division of the Penela Municipal Council), who chairs;
> Carlos Antunes, Architect (appointed by the Penela Municipal Council);
> Harry Wolf, Architect (appointed by the Penela Municipal Council)
> Filipe Bandeira, Engineer (appointed by the Penela Municipal Council)
> António Bettencourt, Architect (appointed by the Architecture Department of the Faculty of Sciences and Technology of the University of Coimbra)
> Helena Moura, Archaeologist (appointed by the Regional Directorate of Culture of the Centre)
> Ana Critina Alves Guedes, Architect (appointed by the Order of Architects - Regional Section of the North)
Alternate members:
> Sónia Vicente, Archaeologist (appointed by the Penela Municipal Council)
> João Póvoa Rodrigues, Civil Engineer (Responsible of the Technical Division of Urban Works and Services of the Penela Municipal Council);
> Luís Miguel Correia, Architect Subdirector Professor (appointed by the Architecture Department of the Faculty of Sciences and Technology of the University of Coimbra);
> Cátia Marques, Architect (appointed by the Regional Directorate of Culture of the Centre);
> Cláudio Vilarinho, Architect (appointed by the Order of Architects - Regional Section of the North).

Awards
Consecration prize:
> Contestant classified first: 10.000,00 €
> Contestant classified second: 5.000,00 €
> Contestant classified third: 2.500,00 €
Honourable Mentions (two): non-pecuniary nature
Participation bonuses: 5.000,00 €

Calendar
> Visits to the archaeological remains of the Roman Villa of Rabaçal: Until July 25th, 2019.
> Clarification requests: Until August 4th, 2019
> Replies to clarification requests: Until September 3rd, 2019
> Reception of works: Until October 9th, 2019

Competition process
> Electronic platform: AcinGov (www.acingov.pt)
> MICRO-SITE: http://www.concursosoasrn.com/concurso_EN.asp?Id=38&action=home